BT Products and Services Agreement
BT Reference No. […]

This Products and Services Agreement is entered into on the Effective Date (see Clause 2) by and between BT
Switzerland Ltd, Richtistrasse 5, 8304 Wallisellen, Switzerland and the Customer, both of whose details were
included in the ordering process and stored on the web portal https://www.cloud.bt.com/portal, and consists of
the attached General Terms and Conditions together with the Schedules (if any) appended to them or any which
are subsequently executed by the parties and any and all Order for Products and Services entered into by the
parties or their Affiliates (collectively, the “Agreement”).

The Customer acknowledges and agrees that data provided by the Customer will be processed in the Data
Centre in that country the Customer orders BT Cloud Compute Services via the Portal.

The Agreement is stored electronically on the web portal https://www.cloud.bt.com/portal and can be accessed
by the Customer via log-in function on the website.
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Definitions and Interpretation
In this Agreement, the following definitions apply:
“Affiliate” of a Party means any legal entity controlling,
controlled by, or under common control with such Party.
“BT Parties” means the employees, agents and subcontractors
of BT or its Affiliates.
“Business Day” means any day which is customarily regarded in
the country or locality in which the Products or Services are
being provided as a day when business is undertaken, excluding
national, public, or bank holidays. If the day on or by which
anything is to be performed is not a Business Day, it must be
done on or by the following Business Day.
“Charges” means the fees payable for Products or Services
under this Agreement as set out in the Order or the applicable
Schedule.
“Confidential Information” means all documentation, technical
information, software, know how, business information or
other materials (whether written, oral or in electronic form)
concerning the business of a Party that are disclosed in
confidence by the Party to the other during the term of this
Agreement.
“Content” means information made available, displayed or
transmitted in connection with a Service (including information
made available by means of an HTML “hyperlink”, third party
posting or similar means) including all IPR contained in it, as well
as the contents of any bulletin boards or chat forums, and all
upgrades, updates, modifications and other versions of them.
“Customer” means the Customer entity whose details were
included in the ordering process and stored on the web portal
https://www.cloud.bt.com/portal.
“Customer Equipment” means equipment (including software),
other than BT Equipment, used by the Customer in connection
with a Service.
“Data Protection Legislation” means collectively (i) the Federal
Law on Data Protection of 19 June 1992 (Bundesgesetz über den
Datenschutz; SR 235.1) (ii) the Directive 95/46/EU of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995; (iii)
any other applicable laws of the European Union, (iii) any
applicable local laws relating to the Processing of Personal Data
and the protection of an individual’s privacy, (iv) if applicable
the General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (GDPR)
repealing the Directive, and any amendment or replacement to
it, (including any corresponding or equivalent national law or
regulation that implements the GDPR), and (iv) any binding
guidance or code of practice issued by a Supervisory Authority;
“General Terms and Conditions” means these terms and
conditions.
“IPR” means any patent, copyright, database right, design right,
community design right, semiconductor topography right,
registered design, rights in confidential information and knowhow, or any similar right in any part of the world and shall
include any applications for the registration of any such rights
capable of registration in any part of the world.
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“Minimum Period of Service” means a period of time specified
in a Service Schedule or Order beginning on the OSD during
which a Service will be provided by BT.
“Operational Service Date” or “OSD” means the date on which
any Service or part of a Service is first made available to the
Customer by BT.
“Order” means an order signed by both Parties under this
Agreement.
“Party” means either BT or the Customer and “Parties” means
both BT and the Customer.
“Portal” means the online system that allows the Customer to
place Online Orders, change Online Orders, see the status of the
Service and access certain systems (depending on the Service
option chosen by the Customer).
“Products” means Software sold to the Customer as set out in
an Order.
“Regulated Service" shall mean, in the UK, any Services that are
subject to: (i) conditions that are imposed by Ofcom on BT either
specifically or generally under Section 45 of the
Communications Act 2003 and any notifications,
determinations, directions, decisions and the like related
thereto; (ii) a specific ruling against BT under the Competition
Act 1998 by Ofcom or other relevant governmental body in the
UK; and/or (iii) any formal or informal undertakings or
assurances (however described) governing the conduct of BT’s
electronic communications business, including without
limitation the undertakings given by BT to Ofcom under the
Enterprise Act 2002, which took effect on 22 September 2005
and in other locations outside of the UK shall mean any Service
that is subject to tariff or other analogous regulation issued by
a regulatory authority within the territory in which the Service
is provided having jurisdiction over telecommunications
services or any statute applicable to the provision of such
Services.
“Schedule” means any one or more schedules that form part of
this Agreement describing the Products or Services.
“Service” means each service described in any Schedule and/or
applicable Order(s).
“Site” means the place specified in an Order or Schedule at
which BT provides a Product or Service.
“Software” means the software to be licensed to the Customer
as specified in an Order or Schedule (as applicable) together
with any embedded software and necessary for the use of, the
BT Equipment.
“User” means any end-user who is allowed by the Customer to
use or access a Service or Product.
In this Agreement, headings and bold type are for convenience
only and do not affect the interpretation of this Agreement, and,
unless the context otherwise requires, words importing the
singular include the plural and vice-versa.
1 Order of Precedence
In the event of a conflict among the documents constituting this
Agreement, the order of precedence shall be as follows, in
decreasing order:
(a) Service Schedules;
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(b) These General Terms and Conditions;
(c) Orders.
2 Effective Date
This Agreement is effective as of the date the Customer ordered
the Service and agreed to the General Terms and Conditions and
the service specific terms and conditions in the respective
Schedule by clicking the “Accept” box, and shall continue until
terminated in accordance with its terms.
3 BT’s Obligations
3.1 BT shall provide the Products and Services to the Customer
in accordance with the Agreement. The duration of each Service
will be set out in the applicable Schedule or Order.
3.2 BT shall use reasonable endeavours to meet any
performance dates or service levels specified in a Schedule or
Order but, unless otherwise expressly agreed within a Schedule,
all timescales shall be estimates only.
3.3 BT shall comply with all reasonable health and safety rules
and regulations and security requirements that apply at a Site
that have been notified to and agreed by BT in writing. BT shall
not be liable if, as a result of any such compliance, it is in breach
of any of its obligations under this Agreement.
3.4 BT will use reasonable care in the removal of any BT
Equipment.
3.5 Provided that BT gives the Customer as much notice as
reasonably practicable, BT may occasionally:
(a) suspend a Service in an event of emergency and/or to
safeguard the integrity and security of its network and/or
repair or enhance the performance of its network;
(b) for operational reasons, change the technical specification
of the Service, provided that any such change does not
materially decrease or impair performance of the Service;
or
(c) provide an alternative, equivalent service, where it
becomes necessary to do so.
4 The Customer’s Obligations
Where the Customer is responsible for any preparatory
activities required by BT in order to supply the Products and/or
Services, the Customer shall ensure that all such preparatory
work, information, items or consents are completed, made
available or obtained (as relevant) at its own cost in sufficient
time to allow BT to complete its work and deliver the relevant
Products and/or Services.
4.2 Subject to Clause 14, if the Customer delays or fails to
perform its obligations under Clauses 4.1 or 9.1, then at BT’s
option, BT may:
(a) change the delivery date or cancel the relevant Order(s)
and charge the Customer for any applicable termination
Charges; or
(b) invoice the Customer for any reasonable Charges incurred
for any work that is performed by BT on behalf of the
Customer and that is directly attributable to the
Customer’s failure to perform or delay where such work is
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necessary to provide the Products and/or the Services.
Except in the case of an emergency, BT shall seek to notify
the Customer in advance of its intention to invoke this
clause.
4.3 If BT must change a Product or Service due to incomplete or
inaccurate information provided by the Customer, additional
one-time and/or recurring Charges may be applied, within BT’s
reasonable discretion.
4.4 The Customer will comply with BT’s reasonable requests
that are necessary for reasons of health and safety,
environment, sustainability, security or the quality and/or
performance of any Products and/or Services provided to the
Customer. The Customer will, upon reasonable notice from BT,
allow BT and BT Parties access to the Sites as may be reasonably
necessary for the performance by BT of its obligations under this
Agreement, including the installation or maintenance of BT
Equipment or Products and the recovery or removal of any BT
Equipment.
5 Orders
5.1 Unless otherwise stated in a Schedule or Order, the
Customer may cancel the delivery of Products or provision of
Services before the relevant OSD, but will be responsible for any
cancellation charges as set out in the applicable Schedule or
Order or, if none are specified, as reasonably imposed by BT,
provided there shall be no right to cancel the delivery of any
Products that have been ordered or shipped from a third party
manufacturer unless otherwise agreed with that third party
manufacturer.
5.2 BT may accept instructions from a person who BT
reasonably believes is acting with the Customer’s authority.
6 Charges
6.1 The Charges for the Products and Services are set out in the
applicable Schedule or Order.
6.2 The Customer shall pay all Charges for the Products and
Services within 30 days of the date of BT’s invoice, without any
set-off, counterclaim or deduction. Where applicable, BT may
set-off any amounts it owes to the Customer against any
amounts owed by the Customer to BT under this Agreement. BT
may, in its discretion, add interest charges, from the due date,
to any past due amounts at a per annum rate of seven (7)
percentage points above the base lending rate of the European
Central Bank, compounded daily, or the maximum rate
permitted by law, whichever is less.
6.3 Unless provided otherwise in a Schedule or Order, BT will
invoice and the Customer will pay all Charges in Pounds Sterling.
Charges are exclusive of all applicable taxes (including but not
limited to value-added, sales, use and excise taxes), customs
duties, and regulatory and other fees or surcharges (together
“Taxes”), relating to the provision of Products and Services
under this Agreement. The Customer will pay all such Taxes
including those paid or payable by BT that under applicable law
are permitted to be passed on by BT to the Customer, and are
customarily passed on to customers by telecommunication
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service providers (but for the avoidance of doubt exclusive of
taxes on the net income or net worth of BT), and any related
interest and penalties for Products or Services supplied under
this Agreement, except to the extent a valid exemption
certificate is provided by the Customer to BT prior to the
delivery of any Products or Services.
6.4 In the event that payment of any amount of the Charges
becomes subject to withholding tax, deduction, levy or similar
payment obligation on sums due to BT, the Customer
undertakes to pay to BT and/or indemnify BT for such additional
amounts as are necessary in order that the net amounts
received by BT after all deductions and withholdings shall be not
less than what would have been received in the absence of any
such requirement to make such deduction or withholding.
Should the Customer withhold any amounts without first
grossing up its payments, or indicate that it will do so, BT may
gross up its Charges to reflect such withholding, or otherwise
include such amounts on its invoices (resulting in BT being
subject to tax by reference to the grossed up amount, whilst
only receiving the net amount). In all cases, the Customer will
provide BT free of charge with appropriate certificate(s) from
the relevant authorities confirming the amount of the taxes,
deduction, levies or similar payments withheld by the Customer.
6.5 The Customer will promptly, but in no event later than 14
days from the date of invoice, notify BT in writing of any
disputed invoice, together with all information relevant to the
dispute, including the account numbers, circuit identification,
and trouble ticket numbers, if any, and an explanation of the
amount disputed and the reasons. The Customer must pay all
undisputed amounts in accordance with Clause 6.2 unless the
disputed amount is less than 5% of the total invoice amount in
which case the total invoice amount shall be due and payable by
the due date. Disputes shall be resolved promptly and the
resolved amount, if any, payable within 14 Business Days after
resolution. Interest will accrue from the due date on
subsequent payments of amounts withheld or credits on
overpayments refunded.
6.6 Should the Customer initiate any change to the agreed
billing arrangements (whether by assignment or otherwise) for
the Products and/or Services, and such change results in
additional Tax and/or withholding tax costs to BT and/or its
Affiliates that they are unable to fully recover (including as a
result of any impact with respect to how BT is able to bill for the
Products and Services due to regulatory requirements), BT
reserves the right to modify the Charges for such Products and
Services accordingly, and the Customer agrees to bear those
additional costs.
6.7 Without prejudice to any other provision of this Agreement,
BT reserves the right to treat failure to pay by the Customer as
a material breach of this Agreement. If the Customer commits
such material breach, BT’s rights are set out in Clause 12.
Additionally, BT reserves the right to:
(a) restrict, suspend or terminate provision of the relevant
Service or Order and BT shall be released from its
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obligations under this Agreement with respect to such
Service or Order until any balance due is paid;
(b) in accordance with Clause 12.7, terminate this Agreement
without liability to the Customer and without prejudice to
BT’s rights to be paid sums due; and/or
(c) recover any BT Equipment; where such recovery takes
place, the Customer shall pay to BT such recovery Charges
as may be specified in the applicable Schedule or as
otherwise notified by BT to the Customer.
6.8 Unless otherwise agreed in writing, a failure by BT to include
the Customer references on the invoice shall not constitute a
valid reason by the Customer to withhold payment due under
the invoice. The Customer shall make payment in accordance
with Clause 6.2 and the instructions set out on the invoice, and
where the Customer makes an aggregated payment in respect
of more than one invoice, the Customer shall submit a
remittance slip to show amounts paid in relation to each
individual invoice.
7 Use of the Service
7.1 Except as set out in Clause 17, the obligations of BT under
this Agreement are solely to the Customer and not to any
third party. The Customer may use any Service for its own
business purposes, provided that the Customer:
(a) complies with, and ensures that any User complies with
the terms of any applicable legislation and any licence
applicable to the Customer in any country where the
Service is provided;
(b) shall remain responsible for: (i) access and use of the
Service by Users; (ii) all Charges incurred in connection
with the Services; and (iii) compliance with all terms and
conditions of this Agreement by it and Users;
(c) ensures that its list of Users is kept current, and that the
Customer terminates access immediately for anyone who
is no longer a User; and
(d) complies with the provisions of any Software licences
provided with or as part of the Service.
7.2 The Customer shall keep harmless, defend and indemnify
BT, its Affiliates and the BT Parties against any claims, losses,
costs and liabilities arising from any claims by any third party,
including Users, in connection with the use or misuse of the
Product or Services in breach of Clause 7.1.
10 Confidentiality
10.1 BT and the Customer shall keep in confidence all
Confidential Information obtained under or in connection with
this Agreement and will not disclose it to any party other than
in confidence to
(a) their employees or employees of their Affiliates; or
(b) their professional advisors; or
(c) in the case of BT, employees of their subcontractors, in
each case only to those who have a need to know such
Confidential Information and to the extent necessary for
performance of this Agreement or the use of the Service
and/or Product.
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10.2 This Clause 10 shall not apply to information that is:
(a) in the public domain other than in breach of this
Agreement;
(b) in the possession of the receiving Party before such
divulgence has taken place;
(c) obtained from a third party who is free to divulge the
same; or
(d) developed by the receiving party independently of and
without access to Confidential Information obtained under
this Agreement.
10.3 If either BT or the Customer receives a demand from a
lawful authority, regulatory authority or court to disclose any
Confidential Information provided to it by the other, it may
comply with such demand if it has
(a) satisfied itself that the demand is lawful;
(b) where possible, given the other party the maximum
written notice permissible under the demand in which to
make representations; and
(c) marked the required information as the Confidential
Information of the other party.
10.4 The receiving Party must, for a period of three (3) years
following the termination of this Agreement, comply with this
Clause 10 with respect to Confidential Information it receives
under this Agreement.
10.5 The receiving Party shall return or destroy any Confidential
Information upon the request of the disclosing Party.
10.6 The Parties acknowledge that a violation of this Clause 10
may cause irreparable harm to the disclosing Party, for which
monetary damages would be inadequate, and injunctive relief
may be sought for a breach of this Clause 10.
11 Intellectual Property Rights
11.1 All IPR of either Party either pre-existing or created by
either Party during or arising from the performance of this
Agreement shall remain the absolute property of that Party or
its licensors.
11.2 Without prejudice to any open source software licence
terms, which terms shall apply independent of this licence
grant:
(a) BT grants the Customer a non-transferable and nonexclusive licence to use in object code form, all Software
and associated documentation that may be supplied by BT,
subject to the Customer’s compliance with the Agreement,
any third party terms and conditions that apply to the use
of the Software, and associated documentation, solely as
necessary for receipt or usage of the Products or Services;
and
(b) The Customer undertakes not to copy, decompile or
modify or reverse engineer any Software or knowingly
allow or permit anyone else to do so, except as expressly
permitted by BT in writing or otherwise provided at law.
11.3 The term of any licence granted by BT under Clause 11.2 is
coterminous with the term for the Service with which the
Software is associated or in relation to which any Product is
supplied.
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11.4 Excluding any open source Software that may be made
available by BT to the Customer in connection with the delivery
of the Services, BT will indemnify the Customer against all third
party claims and proceedings arising from infringement of any
third party’s IPR by the Customer’s receipt of any Services only
to the extent that the Customer promptly notifies BT in writing
of any such claim, that BT is given immediate and complete
control of any such claim, that the Customer does not make any
public statements related to the claim or in any way prejudice
BT’s defence of such claim, and that the Customer gives BT all
reasonable assistance with such claim. All costs incurred or
recovered in such negotiations, litigation, and settlements shall
be for BT’s account.
11.5 The indemnity set out in Clause 11.4 shall not apply to
claims or proceedings arising from:
(a) use of any BT Equipment, Products, Services or any
Software in conjunction or combination with other
equipment or software or any other service not supplied
by BT;
(b) any unauthorised alteration or modification of the Service,
Product or any Software; (c) Content, designs or
specifications supplied by or on behalf of The Customer; or
(d) use of the Service, any Product or any Software other than
in accordance with this Agreement.
11.6 The Customer will indemnify and hold BT harmless against
all such claims, losses, costs and liabilities arising from the
matters set out in Clause 11.5 (a), (b), (c) and (d) above that are
attributable to the Customer or its agents or Users and will,
immediately upon notification of any such claim by BT, cease
any activity that gave rise to the claim.
11.7 If any Product or Service becomes, or BT believes it is likely
to become, the subject of a claim of infringement of any IPR as
referred to in Clause 11.4, BT, at its option and expense, may:
(a) secure for the Customer a right of continued use; or
(b) modify or replace the Product or Service so that it is no
longer infringing, provided that such modification or
replacement shall not materially affect the performance of
the Product or Service.
11.8 The indemnity in Clause 11.4 sets out the Customer’s sole
and exclusive remedy for claims of infringement of intellectual
property rights.
12 Termination of Service and the Agreement
12.1 Subject to any Minimum Period of Service that may apply
and unless otherwise specified in a Schedule or Order, either
Party may terminate any Service at any time by giving 90 days’
written notice to the other; provided, however, that where the
Customer exercises its rights under this Clause 12.1, the
Customer shall be liable for payment to BT of any outstanding
Charges and any applicable termination Charges as set out in
the applicable Schedule or Order.
12.2 Termination of any individual Service or Order will not
affect the Parties’ rights and obligations with regard to any
other Service or Order.
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12.3 Either Party may immediately by notice terminate any
affected Order(s) if one of the following events occurs:
(a) the other Party commits a material breach and has failed
to rectify the breach within 30 days after the terminating
Party has given its notice of default;
(b) an event as set out in Clause 14 prevents the performance
of the whole or a substantial part of the other Party's
obligations in relation to that Service or Product for a
continuous period of 30 days after the date on which it
should have been performed;
(c) any governmental or regulatory authority with
competence and/or jurisdiction over the Parties decides
that the provision of the relevant Service or Product under
this Agreement is contrary to existing laws, rules or
regulations or any decision, law or other official
governmental order makes the provision of the Products
or Service illegal. In such case no damages shall be due;
(d) any of the authorisations or regulatory formalities
required was or is not obtained, is withdrawn or is no
longer valid for whatever reason.
12.4 A party may immediately by notice terminate this
Agreement if the other Party is the subject of a bankruptcy
order, or becomes insolvent, or makes any arrangement or
composition with or assignment for the benefit of its creditors,
or if any of its assets are the subject of any form of seizure, or
goes into liquidation, either voluntary (otherwise than for
reconstruction or amalgamation) or compulsory or if a receiver
or administrator is appointed over its assets (or the equivalent
of any such event in the jurisdiction of such other Party).
12.5 Upon termination of this Agreement for any reason other
than for cause, all Orders that have been executed prior to the
date of termination shall remain unaffected and continue in full
force and effect until termination or expiry of each Order in
accordance with the terms of that Order.
12.6 Upon termination of this Agreement (including any
affected Order executed under it): (a) the rights of the Parties
accrued up to the date of such termination shall remain
unaffected.
12.7 In the event of termination of this Agreement or any Order
by BT for cause, BT shall be entitled to all termination Charges
from the Customer as if the Customer had terminated for
convenience at that point in time, as set out in the applicable
Schedule(s or Order(s).
13 Limitation of Liability
13.1 Neither Party excludes or restricts in any way its liability for
death or personal injury resulting from its own negligence or the
negligence of its employees or agents acting in the course of
their employment or agency, for fraudulent misrepresentation,
wilful failure or gross negligence.
13.2 Subject to Clause 13.1, neither Party shall be liable to the
other, whether in contract, tort, under statute or otherwise
howsoever arising under or in connection with this Agreement
(including in each case negligence):
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(a)

any loss of profits, business, contracts, anticipated savings,
reputation, opportunity, goodwill (including pecuniary
losses arising from loss of goodwill), or revenue;
(b) any loss incurred as a result of business interruption,
expenditure of time by personnel or wasted expenditure;
(c) any loss or corruption or destruction of data;
(d) any special, indirect or consequential loss or damage
whatsoever; and/or
(e) any loss arising from the transmission of viruses, in all
cases set out in this Clause 12.2, whether or not that Party
was advised in advance of the possibility of such loss or
damage.
(e) any loss arising from the work or service of a subcontractor of BT
13.3 Subject to any other limitations of liability that are set out
in the relevant Schedule, if a Party is in breach of any obligations
hereunder, or if any other liability however arising, whether
deliberate or unintentional (including liability for negligence or
breach of statutory duty) arises in connection with an Order or
with these General Terms and Conditions, then, subject to
Clauses 13.1 and 13.2 of this Agreement, such Party’s liability to
the other Party shall be limited to CHF 1,000,000 for any one
event or series of connected events and to CHF 2,000,000 for all
events (connected or unconnected) in any period of twelve (12)
consecutive months; provided, however, that any remedies
contained in any Service Level Agreement shall be the sole and
exclusive remedies for any failure to meet the performance
obligations under that Service Level Agreement.
13.4 BT shall implement reasonable precautions to prevent any
unauthorized access by third parties to any part of the
telecommunications network used to provide the Services to
the Customer, but BT shall not be liable for any loss or damage
sustained by the Customer in the event of any unauthorized
access in spite of BT’s reasonable precautions
14 Force Majeure: Matters Beyond the Reasonable Control of
Either Party
14.1 Neither Party shall be liable for failure or delay in the
performance of its obligations caused by or resulting from force
majeure, which shall include, but not be limited to, events that
are unpredictable, unforeseeable or irresistible, such as any
extremely severe weather, flood, landslide, earthquake, storm,
lightning, fire, subsidence, epidemic, acts of terrorism,
biological warfare, outbreak of military hostilities (whether or
not war is declared), riot, explosions, strikes or other labour
unrest, civil disturbance, sabotage, expropriation by
governmental authorities and any other act or any event that is
outside the reasonable control of the concerned Party.
14.2 BT will have no liability to the Customer for failure to supply
the Service or a Product if
(a) a third person is unable or refuses to supply or delays
supplying a service or product to BT and there is no
alternative available to BT at reasonable cost; or
(b) BT is prevented by legal or regulatory restrictions from
supplying the Service or a Product.
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15 Dispute Resolution
The Parties will use all reasonable efforts to amicably resolve
any dispute. The Parties will, at a minimum, use the following
the procedure in the event a dispute arises with respect to any
aspect of this Agreement. Upon written notification by one
Party to the other that a dispute exists, working level managers
of the respective Parties will attempt in good faith to work out
a resolution within 30 days following the day of written
notification of a dispute. If an agreement cannot be reached by
the end of the aforementioned period, the Parties shall prepare
a document containing information that is designed to assist
resolution of the dispute containing what has been agreed and
what remains in dispute between them. No later than two
weeks thereafter, or at some other time as mutually agreed by
the Parties, representatives of the Parties at Vice President level
or above shall meet to further attempt to resolve the matter or
to agree on a course of action to resolve the matter. Such
course of action may include use of formal dispute resolution
processes, including but not limited to non-binding mediation
or binding or non-binding arbitration. In the event that the
Parties are unable to resolve the matter or agree on a course of
action at this executive level within 30 days, either Party shall
have the right to pursue legal or equitable remedies as it sees
fit. Nothing contained herein shall preclude either Party from
seeking equitable relief at any time in a court having jurisdiction
under the terms of this Agreement in the event that a risk of
imminent harm to that Party exists and no appropriate remedy
for such harm exists under the Agreement.
16 Notices
16.1 Except for notices given in accordance with Clause 3.5, all
notices given under this Agreement shall be in writing, in the
English language, unless the Parties agree otherwise or local law
and regulations provide otherwise, and shall be sent by prepaid
post, facsimile or by electronic mail to:
(a) the other Party to an Order at the address; fax number or
email address set out on the Order;
(b) the other Party to these General Terms and Conditions at
the address; fax number or email address set out on the
cover page; or
(c) either the Party or any other addressee at any other
address that a Party has given to the other for that
purpose.
16.2 Notices given under this Agreement are deemed to be
given by the sender and received by the addressee:
(a) if sent by prepaid post, three (3) Business Days from and
including the date of postage; or
(b) if sent by facsimile, when transmitted to the addressee;
but if transmission is on a day that is not a Business Day or
after 4 pm in the addressee’s time zone, it is deemed to be
duly given and received on the next Business Day; or
(c) if sent by electronic mail, when sent to the addressee.
17 Assignment/Subcontracting
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17.1 Either Party reserves the right to assign all or part of this
Agreement at any time to any Affiliate, subject to providing the
other Party prior written notice of such assignment. Any
assignment to a party other than an Affiliate requires the prior
written agreement of the other Party.
17.2 This Agreement will be binding on, and inure to the benefit
of, the Parties and their successors and permitted assigns.
17.3 BT may subcontract the performance of any of its
obligations under this Agreement, but without relieving BT from
any of its obligations to the Customer. The Customer agrees and
understands that it may need to interact directly with such BT
Party for ordering, provisioning or maintaining the Products or
Service as directed by BT.
17.4 The Parties acknowledge and agree that the BT Affiliates
and Customer Affiliates may agree to enter into Schedules or
Orders under this PSA for the provision of Products and/or
Services in any country or region outside of Switzerland, and
that in all such cases, upon execution of that Schedule or Order:
(a) the provision of that Product and/or Service shall be
deemed subcontracted by BT to that BT Affiliate,
(b) the Parties shall have been deemed to have assigned the
benefit received under this Agreement to their respective
Affiliates in accordance with Clause 17.1, and
(c) the Parties are the only persons who may enforce any and
all rights arising out of or in connection with this
Agreement and shall have sole conduct of all claims and/or
proceedings involving any of their respective Affiliates.
17.5 In respect of the provision of Service in the United States
of America the following additional provisions will apply:
(a) the Customer agrees that on signature of this Agreement
the part of this Agreement relating to Service in the United
States of America is assigned to BT Americas Inc; and
(b) the Customer acknowledges that any claims or disputes
relating to this Agreement, including any part of the
Service assigned must be made against BT.
18 Governing Law and Jurisdiction
Unless otherwise agreed in writing, this Agreement and any
claims or disputes arising out of, relating to or in connection
with it, shall be goverend by the laws of Switzerland. The Courts
of Zurich (District Buelach) shall have exclusive jurisdiction to
determine any dispute arising out of or in connection with this
Agreement to which the Parties irrevocably submit.
19 Miscellaneous Provisions
19.1 Publicity: Neither Party may publish or use any advertising,
sales promotions, press releases, announcements, or other
publicity that relates to this Agreement or that uses the
trademark, service mark, trade name, logo or other indicia of
origin of the other Party or its Affiliates in connection with this
Agreement or any Products or Services provided under this
Agreement, without the prior written approval of the other
Party which shall not unreasonably be withheld.
19.2 Customer Satisfaction Surveys: Each Party agrees to cooperate with the reasonable requirements of the other Party in
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relation to customer satisfaction surveys organised by or on
behalf of that Party.
19.3 Data Protection: “Binding Corporate Rules”, “Data
Subjects", “Personal Data”, “Process” and “Processor” shall
have the meaning as set out by the General Data Protection
Legislation and Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/679)
(hereinafter “GDPR”).
19.3.1 Each Party shall comply with the applicable data
protection legislation and where applicable BT’s Group’s
Binding Corporate Rules. The Customer shall fulfil all the legal
requirements necessary for BT to provide the Services to the
Customer. This includes especially providing any notifications
and obtaining any sufficient consents and authorizations, under
any applicable laws, from any relevant data subject when
sharing Personal Data. The Customer agrees and undertakes to
only disclose to BT the Personal Data that BT requires to
perform the Services.
19.3.2 Each Party shall be responsible for implementing all
technical and organizational measures to ensure a level of
security appropriate to the risk represented by the Processing
of Personal Data and the nature of the Personal Data being
Processed and involved in the Services provided by BT and used
by the Customer under the Agreement.
19.3.3 The Customer acknowledges and agrees that BT may
need to collect, Process and use Personal Data with BT’s
Affiliates and suppliers and/or subcontractors, especially to:
(a) administer, track and fulfil Orders for a Service;
(b) implement the Service;
(c) manage and protect the security and resilience of any BT
Equipment, the BT Network and the Services;
(d) manage, track and resolve incidents with the Service,
either remotely or at the Sites;
(e) administer access to online portals relating to the Service;
(f) compile, dispatch and manage the payment of invoices;
(g) manage the Agreement and resolve any disputes relating
to it;
(h) respond to general queries relating to the Service; or
(i) comply with applicable law and any regulatory obligations.
19.3.4 For the aforementioned purposes, Personal Data may be
used, managed, accessed, transferred or held on a variety of
systems, networks and facilities (including database)
worldwide.
19.3.5 For BT to provide a Service, Personal Data may be
transferred to other BT Affiliates and/or suppliers/
subcontractors , within or outside the country of origin, to the
extent necessary to allow BT to fulfil its obligations under this
Agreement and notably to carry out the activities detailed in
this Clause 19.3. The Customer appoints BT to perform each
transfer in order to provide the Services provided by that BT will
rely on appropriate transfer mechanisms permitted by
applicable data protection legislation including:
(a) BT Group’s Binding Corporate Rules (for transfers among
BT’s Affiliates
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(b)

agreements incorporating the relevant standard data
protection clauses adopted by the European Commission;
and
(c) where applicable, the EU-US Privacy Shield.
19.3.6 BT may, from time to time, contact the Customer
Contact, or other network manager or procurement manager
involved in the procurement or management of the Service, to
provide additional information concerning the Service, or other
similar services, and if this information includes marketing
materials, BT will provide a mechanism for the recipient to elect
not to receive such communications in the future.
19.3.7 Where BT acts as a Processor, the Parties undertake to
conclude an agreement complying with the requirements of
Article 28 GDPR for the commissioned data processing in order
to specify the mutual obligations (“the Data Processing
Annex”). The subject-matter, duration, nature and purpose of
the processing, the type of Personal Data and categories of Data
Subjects will be set out in the applicable Data Protection Annex.
Where each Party acts as a Controller in relation to the
Processing of Personal Data under this Agreement, the Parties
will not act as joint Controllers for the purposes of Article 26 of
the GDPR in relation to such processing.
19.4 Legal and Regulatory Compliance:
19.4.1 Each Party will comply with all laws and regulations that
apply to its activities under this Agreement, including any that
apply to the Products and Services provided under this
Agreement.
19.5 Anti-Corruption and Bribery Act Compliance:
In connection with any actions or activities associated with this
Agreement or in connection with the relationship between the
Parties, neither Party shall engage in any unlawful trade
practices or any other practices that are in violation of the U.S.
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, the U.K. Bribery Act of 2010, or
any other law that prohibits bribery or similar activity. Each
Party shall ensure that neither it nor its Affiliates,
subcontractors and agents: either directly or indirectly, seek,
receive, accept, give, offer, agree or promise to give any money,
facilitation payment, or other thing of value from or to anyone
(including but not limited to government or corporate officials
or agents) as an improper inducement or reward for or
otherwise on account of favourable action or forbearance from
action or the exercise of influence; or fail to establish
appropriate safeguards to protect against such prohibited
actions. Each Party shall, upon request from the other Party,
provide evidence of the steps being taken to avoid prohibited
actions, including the establishment of policies, practices,
and/or business controls with respect to these laws. To the
extent permitted by the relevant authority, each Party shall
promptly inform the other Party of any official investigation
with regard to alleged breaches of the above laws that are
related in any way to this Agreement.
19.6 Export Control: The Parties acknowledge that Products,
Software, and technical information (including, but not limited
to, service, technical assistance and training) provided under
this Agreement may be subject to export laws and regulations
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of other countries, and any use or transfer of the such Products,
Software, and technical information must be in compliance with
all applicable regulations and international trade sanctions. The
Parties will not use, distribute, transfer, or transmit the
Products, Software, or technical information (even if
incorporated into other products) except in compliance with all
applicable export regulations and trade sanctions. If requested
by either Party, the other Party also agrees to sign written
assurances and other export-related documents as may be
required to comply with all applicable export regulations.
19.7 UK Regulatory Compliance: Where Regulated Service(s)
are to be provided within the UK under this Agreement, the
terms and conditions and prices for Regulated Service are
published on BT’s website at www.bt.com and may be amended
by BT from time to time. For the avoidance of doubt, the terms
and conditions and prices published on BT’s website for
Regulated Service, and any amendments thereto, shall govern
the provision of Regulated Service to the exclusion of all other
terms and conditions and prices in this Agreement. If BT is
required in order to comply with law or regulation to modify the
Service or amend the terms and conditions or prices, BT
reserves the right to do so and notify the Customer as soon as
possible of any such modification and any terms and conditions
(including Charges) associated with such modification, except in
the case of Regulated Service where any such changes will be
published as set out in this Clause. If a legal or regulatory
intervention or ruling of any sort prevents the accomplishment
of the purpose of this Agreement, the Customer and BT shall
immediately commence good faith negotiations to explore
whether a similar economic effect can be obtained consistent
with the applicable legal or regulatory requirements. The delay
or failure by BT to perform any of its obligations under this
Agreement that is caused by or materially contributed to by a
restriction of a legal or regulatory nature that affects, wholly or
partly, the provision of the Service, shall not constitute a breach
of this Agreement.
19.8 Non-UK Regulatory Compliance: Where Regulated
Service(s) are to be provided outside of the UK under this
Agreement, the Parties shall comply with the terms and
conditions and prices, if applicable, of any applicable tariffs,
regulations, or statutes. In the event of changes to such tariffs,
regulations, or statutes during the term of any Order for such
Regulated Services, such changes shall be effective pursuant to
their terms. If a legal or regulatory intervention or ruling of any
sort prevents the continued provision of any Regulated Service
or materially changes the Regulated Service so that it is no
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longer consistent with the purpose of this Agreement, BT shall
promptly commence good faith discussions with the Customer
on any alternative Service or on any appropriate migration away
from that Regulated Service so as to minimize any disruption to
the Customer.
19.9 Where BT acts as Customer’s Agent for Third Party
Service: It may be necessary in certain jurisdictions, including
for regulatory, licensing or tax reasons, for the Customer to
obtain the Service, or part of the Service, directly from a third
party service provider under a separate agreement. Where BT
manages such agreement on behalf of the Customer, it will only
do so as an agent of the Customer whereby BT’s responsibility
will be limited to performance of the specific obligations as set
out in the applicable Schedule, and BT will not assume any
liability under such agreement.
19.10 Capacity: Each Party warrants that it has the necessary
rights, licences and permissions to enter into and perform its
obligations under this Agreement.
19.11 No Waiver: Except as otherwise specifically provided in
this Agreement, no failure to exercise, or delay in exercising, any
right, power or privilege set out in this Agreement will operate
as a waiver of any right, power or privilege.
19.12 Severance: If any provision of this Agreement is held to
be invalid or unenforceable, it will be severed from this
Agreement, the remaining provisions will remain in full force
and effect, and the Parties will use reasonable endeavours to
promptly negotiate a replacement in good faith.
19.13 Survival of Obligations: The Parties’ rights and
obligations, whose nature is such that they should continue
beyond the termination of this Agreement, shall survive
termination of this Agreement.
19.14 Entire Agreement: This Agreement supersedes all prior
oral or written understandings and/or representations between
the Parties (unless specifically incorporated into this
Agreement) and constitutes the entire agreement with respect
to its subject matter. This Agreement may not be amended,
modified or supplemented except by a document in writing
signed by authorised representatives of both Parties executing
these General Terms and Conditions or as otherwise agreed by
the Parties. The Parties to an Order may amend, modify or
supplement the terms of that Order by a document in writing
executed by authorised representatives of both Parties to that
Order or ordering services online by accepting the terms and
conditions of the respective Service as part of the ordering
process set out in the relevant Schedule.
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